Amino acid content of L5178Y and L5178Y/L-ASE cells after L-asparaginase treatment.
The amino acid contents of tumor cells that are either sensitive or resistant to treatment with L-asparaginase were measured. These amino acid concentrations were measured as a function of incubation time with L-asparaginase or as a function of the L-asparaginase dose. The cell types compared were the mouse leukemia lines L5178Y (sensitive to L-asparaginase treatment) and L5178Y/L-ASE (resistant to L-asparaginase treatment). Upon L-asparaginase treatment both cell lines lost most of their cellular asparagine but, whereas the resistant cells exhibited the ability to rebound to about 50% of initial values, the sensitive cells did not. While previous work had suggested that asparagine-dependent glycine synthesis was essential for sensitive cells (but not in resistant cells), we found no difference in the glycine content of either of the two cell lines as a function of either time or dose that would support this hypothesis. Major differences between the two cell lines were seen in the content of the essential amino acids before treatment with L-asparaginase. After incubation without L-asparaginase the contents of the two cell lines became similar. These results are discussed in terms of possible mechanisms of L-asparaginase sensitivity and resistance.